The mechanisms involved in the mutual attachments of cells and in selectivity of cell contacts are of major interest in studies on growth, developmental interactions, and differentiation in multicellular systems (recent reviews'). With the advent of procedures for dissociating tissues into cells and for controlled reaggregation of single cells into tissues, various aspects of these problems became accessible to critical analysis. Work on aggregation of dissociated embryonic cells directed attention to the possibility that specific cell products, functioning at the cell surface or between cells, might be involved in developmental attachment and interactions of cells.2 This raised the question, considered previously by others,3 , 4whether selective binding, grouping and "affinities" of cells, and related morphogenetic phenomena might not depend on the molecular features of such products.5 Suggestive in this context was the role of cell surface materials in selective contact of mating types of microorganisms,6 in virus attachment to cells,7 in antigenic specificity of blood cells,8 in fertilization,9 etc. The pursuit of these propositions hinged on validating the postulated existence of experimentally accessible cell-binding materials. Bioassays were therefore developed which would enable their detection,1" and tests were conducted for evidence of cell-binding activity in various preparations from embryonic cells,5 and from sponge cells. This report deals with work on marine sponge cells; the experimental advantages of these cells are that, unlike vertebrate cells, sponge cells function normally in sea water (or in a similarly defined salt solution) and can be dissociated without treatment with enzymes. It was found that (1) materials with cell-binding activity can be obtained cell-free from living sponge cells; (2) their removal results in loss of mutual adhesiveness of the cells; (3) their replacement reendows the cells with selective adhesiveness.
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Materials and Methods.-Microciona prolifera (referred to as 11), a bright red sponge, and Haliclona occulata (H), a light purple-brown sponge, (both from Cape Cod waters) were used. The difference in pigments served to identify cells in interspecific mixtures. Only freshly collected material was used.
Preparation of cell suspensions: Two critically different dissociation procedures were used: (a) mechanical dissociation by pressing sponge fragments through fine cloth into sea water;" the expressate contained cells and numerous cell clusters; and (b) chemical dissociation' whereby suspensions of single cells were produced by removing divalent cations. To do this, mechanically dissociated cells were washed in calcium-and magnesium-free artificial sea water (CMF-SW) at 4°C by swirling them for 6 hr on a gyratory shaker at 80 rpm. The cells collected by low speed centrifugation were resuspended by pipetting in cold CMF-SW to make a stock suspension of single cells.
Cell aggregation: The procedure of cell aggregation by rotation was used;10 3 ml aliquots of cell suspension in sea water, or in a test medium, were rotated in 25 ml VOL. 49, 1963 ZOOLOGY: MOSCONA 
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Erlenmeyer flasks on a gyratory shaker 80 rpm for 24 hr or less and scored for size and number of resulting aggregates. Experiments were run at 24°C (normal temperature for these sponges) and at 5VC. In this procedure the cells are swept into contact by the swirling liquid independently of their migratory properties; mutually adhesive cells aggregate; less or nonadhesive cells remain single. Size, number, and rate of formation of aggregates are directly related to the adhesive competence of the cells and provide a measure of aggregability of the cell population under the conditions tested. When the relevant experimental parameters are standardized,'0 consistently reproducible aggregation patterns are obtained.
Results.-At 24°C mechanically dissociated cells dispersed in sea water adhered rapidly into compact aggregates which attained, in about 6 hr of rotation, a stable size distribution pattern (Figs. 1, 2) . When M and H cells were intermingled in the same suspension, cells from each species aggregated in separate clusters resulting in a mixture of distinct M and H aggregates, identifiable by their colors. This sorting-out strikingly reflected the functional selectivity of the cell-binding mechanism of these sponge cells; it was therefore assumed that, if this mechanism could be isolated in a functional state, it should bind cells in a similarly selective manner, and that such selectivity tests would be essential for its acceptable demonstration.
At 50C the adhesive competence of mechanically dissociated cells was basically similar to that at 240C although the rate of aggregation was somewhat slower and the aggregates were less regular and "rough." It was concluded that mechanically dissociated cells retained their adhesive mechanisms and that these functioned at 240C and at 50C.
Chemically dissociated cells, dispersed in sea water, formed normal aggregates at 24"C (Figs. 3, 4) but at a slower rate than mechanically dissociated cells. However, at 5VC the chemically dissociated M cells did not aggregate and remained single, though brought continuously into contact by rotation (Fig. 5) ; chemically dissociated H cells formed (at 5 C) minute, loose clusters, most cells remaining free. Transferred to 24°C, the cells from both species aggregated. Raising the calcium content of the sea water at SC did not enhance the adhesiveness of chemically dissociated cells. However, divalent cations were essential for effective readhesion of these cells since at 24"C in CMF-SW there was no aggregation. Consequently, reattachment of chemically dissociated cells was found to require: (a) thermosensitive processes inhibited at 5VC; (b) presence of divalent cations. Preparations with cell-binding activity: When the CMF-SW dissociation supernatant of M cells was added to chemically dissociated M cells rotated at 50C in sea water, the cells formed compact clusters; controls in sea water only did not aggregate. Following this clue, a slight modification of the chemical dissociation procedure was worked out for obtaining preparations with high cell-binding activity."3 The dissociation supernatant was separated from the cells by gentle centrifugation at 0C, and recentrifuged at 11,000 rpm for 30 min at 00C to remove cell particulates, cell membrane fragments, collagen fibrils,14 etc. The cells remained viable and behaved, essentially, as after chemical dissociation. CaCl2 was added to the supernatant to a concentration of 1.85 mM. Activity of preparations from each species was assayed by adding it to cultures of chemically dissociated cells dispersed in sea water and rotated at SoC.
The effect of M preparation on chemically dissociated M cells at 5VC was striking and consistent: within 4-6 hr the cells adhered into compact masses resembling those formed by mechanically dissociated cells but larger (Fig. 6) . Maintained under suitable conditions such masses developed into sponges. Serial dilutions of the active preparation resulted in a corresponding decrease in the size of the aggregates produced. At 24°C the effect was greatly expedited. The aggregates were not disrupted by DNAse, RNAse, or collagenase but could be dissociated by CMF-SW. The active preparation caused a rapid clustering of chemically dissociated formalinized M cells; there was no effect on mammalian erythrocytes or dissociated tissue cells of vertebrate embryos.
No cell-binding effect was obtained by homogenates of whole sponges in sea water. It is, thus, unlikely that the characteristic effect was due to nonspecific, cell disintegration products. The cell-binding constituent was released into solution only after partial depletion of divalent cations; its activity depended on restitution of calcium. Optical density readings of the active preparation revealed no peak at 260 mrn, therefore no appreciable amounts of nucleic acids. Its activity was not destroyed by RNAse or DNAse; it was abolished by brief boiling. It is significant that the cell-binding activity of the preparations and the adhesive competence of chemically dissociated cells were inhibited by periodate; this recalls the periodate-sensitive nature of aggregation of embryonic cells2' I and of contact in other cell interactions6 ' 8, 9 and points to a possible role of carbohydrates in these processes. Characterization of the active preparation is in progress.
Specificity of cell-binding preparation: The cell-binding preparations were found to have a remarkably selective activity. Preparations derived from M cells, which caused aggregation of M cells, had no such effect on chemically dissociated H cells, and vice versa. The cell-binding selectivity of these preparations was further tested on suspensions comprising intermingled chemically dissociated cells from both species. When the M preparation was added to a bispecific cell suspension at 5VC, only M cells formed massive aggregates (Fig. 7) ; in the presence of H preparation only H cells aggregated. When equal amounts of both preparations were added to a bispecific cell suspension, the cells from each species aggregated in separate clusters (Fig. 8) . The close correspondence between these effects and the aggregative behavior characteristic of these cells suggested that the active preparations contained constituents which were functionally at least closely related to the actual cell-binding mechanism.
Remarks.--The simplest interpretation of these findings is that, in the organism studied, mutual attachment of cells is mediated by cell products functioning at the cell surface or extracellularly. The differences in adhesiveness and aggregability of cells obtained by the two dissociation procedures suggest that the cell-binding materials are retained by the mechanically dispersed cells, but come off in dissociation by cold calcium-and magnesium-free saline; and that they can be regenerated by the thus "denuded" cells at optimal, but not at suboptimal temperatures. This situation parallels closely the findings on The activity of the cell-binding materials depends on calcium, which may be involved in linking them to the cell surface or in their molecular stability; other possibilities can obviously be envisaged. The evidence points to the cell surface as the site of the cell-binding products obtained from sponge cells and of their selective function; it does not say, however, whether the products come off all cells or only certain cell types, or how they are related to electrostatic properties of cells or to other cell surface, specializations involved in cell contact.'7 However, if the expectations of a more general validity of these findings are borne out, analysis of the molecular features and kinetics of such cell-binding products should further considerably our understanding of "cell affinities," "surface coding," "cell recognition," and other surface-associated aspects of cell behavior closely involved in inter- Summary.-(1) Studies on aggregation of sponge cells dissociated by two different procedures indicated that: (a) reattachment of cells might be mediated by specific materials functionally associated with the cell surface; (b) such materials could be dissolved off living cells and regenerated by cells under suitable conditions; (c) functional characteristics of these products might be involved in contact selectivity and preferential attachments of cells. (2) The existence of such products was demonstrated by obtaining from living cells cell-free preparations with selective cell-binding activity. Their effectiveness was found to be calcium dependent; they contained no detectable nucleic acids. The findings are discussed with reference to the postulated role of "extracellular" materials (ECM) in developmental associations of cells.
